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Note:  Most of what is said here refers to yellow page directory ads, but it applies 

equally to any advertisement you do or to your website. Website concerns will be 

explored in greater detail in another Quick & Painless book: Website Polish.  

 

Remember Why You’re Doing This 
This bonus focuses on Design and Copy. But that is really about how one delivers your message.  

 

Quick & Painless titles are primarily about effective communication. We communicate with each 

other all the time, and in many ways, and for many reasons. As humans, our brains are wired for 

it. We instinctively exchange information in order to relate to each other. 

 

Those who are in business should never forget how important it is to communicate honestly and 

directly with the public. I don’t discount the profit motive or the need for revenue. But customers 

and clients want more than goods and services from you. They want a personal connection too. 

Let’s not lose sight of that. 

 

_______ 

 

Your Business Needs Its Own Memorable Slogan 

to Make Your Ads and Website Stand Out 
 

Your Slogan or Tag Line Is the “Headline” for Your Business 

Tell people in a short phrase or sentence what you want them to know or remember about your 

business. The best ones conjure up a strong mental image, that will be forever linked with you in 

their memories. A little wit, humor, insight, unusual (yet relevant) spin goes a long way toward 

making it stick.  

 

If you don’t stand out during the famous first impression, (or in a later contact) there won’t be 

anything for them to recall later. They’ll draw a blank—which means they don’t feel any 

connection to you at all. So few businesses have a good slogan (also called a tag line), yet it’s an 

easy way to distinguish yourself from the rest.  

 

A Tagline Summarizes Your Message 

Your tagline tells people in a short, snappy phrase or sentence what you want them to remember 

about the business. A good one makes you sound interesting and memorable. It should conjure 

up a strong mental image that will forever mentally link your business to them.  

 

A tagline or slogan can be as important as your logo for delivering your primary idea. It’s often 

considered an intrinsic part of the logo, although the tagline is more likely to change over time 

than the logo will. Keep it short, with six words a maximum.  

 

A Tagline Makes You Sound Memorable 

 Statement of purpose, philosophy, or mission statement 

 Motto or slogan 
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 Pledge 

 Policy 

 Guarantee 

 Jingle 

 Pun, joke, or play on words 

 Relevant quote or aphorism—or a takeoff on one  

 

Since most small businesses don’t bother to have a unique slogan, your having one makes you 

seem better established. Choose one that means something relevant and unique about your 

operation. Stay away from generic slogans like, “Count on us” or “Your business connection,” 

that could apply to any type of business at all. 

 

Once you’ve adopted yours, use it often. Your staff should be encouraged to bring the phrase 

into every business contact, telephone greeting, or transaction. Say it thoughtfully, however, 

rather than let it sound like a trite and meaningless slogan.  

 

What—you don’t have one? It’s time to put in the effort to get one that is exactly right. That will 

help you discover the single idea you most want your customers to remember you by. Hint, 

taking this step does even more for you than it does for the public at large. You find and express 

your uniqueness. What that means is, you’re no longer “just another _____.”  

 

Finding the Phrase that Defines the Enterprise Isn’t Easy—But It Is Worth it 

Choose one that people will easily relate to and remember. Don’t make it too long or 

complicated. And avoid the bland phrase that’s not unique to your business. Saying, "We aim to 

please" could apply to any type of business, and really doesn’t aim very high.  

 

Imagine a much more potent a phrase like, “On-time Delivery or It’s Half Price.” That certainly 

sets you apart from the competition! People will notice, and they’ll hold you to it. You can be 

sure they won’t forget it. Your next challenge would be to live up to it.  

 

A printer’s card showing camels in a row and stating, “We take the humps out of problems,” 

emphasized its service orientation. Notice the words and image reinforce each other. That’s filed 

in the brain as an image, rather than as information or words. Such amusing impressions are 

much more likely to be recalled than XYZ Printers.  

 

A Slogan Is Your Verbal Logo—Weave the Words and Images Together 

A tagline can be as important as your logo, since it delivers your most direct message. It should 

send a reassuring message that attracts precisely those customers you can best serve. Weave it 

into your image (via color or font) so they appear as a unit. It’s more powerful and likely to be 

remembered that way.  

 

Once you adopt one, use it constantly. Put the phrase everywhere the business name or logo 

appears. State your slogan aloud at every opportunity. Have everyone who works with the 

enterprise say it in every business contact, sale, or telephone greeting. And practice saying it with 

emphasis and enthusiasm—not just another “have a nice day” substitute. Ugh!  
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The up-beat repetition of the words reinforces the message you want people to recall about your 

enterprise—with an emotional charge as well. And it helps for you to take the words to heart as 

business policies and decisions are made. For example, people would note the irony of a slogan 

promising good customer services, when they’ve just been treated poorly.  

 

Defining Your Business Slogan Represents a Rite of Passage 

Finding your unique and powerful slogan isn’t easy. It’s really difficult to distill a business 

philosophy or personality into a single phrase. But it is incredibly potent when an enterprise hits 

the mark. The public notices those businesses that have pulled it off in a positive way.  

 

Very few small businesses have bothered to find an effective slogan. And it seldom happens until 

other aspects of the business “jell.” That’s the true importance of the effort to find yours. It 

shows a maturing of the enterprise—a finding it’s unique identity. 

 

Businesses that have all their parts working together communicate to the public in a way that 

other enterprises don’t. One of the things they communicate: “We have our act together.” You 

can bet that customers prefer to do business with those that do.  

 

Design Includes Arrangement of Copy 

Whatever form your advertisements and website take, be careful you don’t ruin your message by 

delivering it carelessly. Always provide what works for the reader. Neat graphics won’t carry 

your reader through bad, dull, boring information. Let the design and style strengthen the words. 

As the saying goes, design is to be read, not looked at. 

 

Poorly arranged text and improper font use are actually painful to read. They cause eye fatigue or 

interfere with the person’s understanding. Legibility must always be a priority, or people won’t 

read what is printed—or get your point. You won’t get the reaction you want from them unless 

people are clear about what to do next. And those promotional dollars are wasted. 

 

And don’t just think of your graphics as printed on a page or website. Those images will be used 

in many different ways by you: store or office décor, signage, delivery vehicles, and advertising 

specialty items (like mugs). So the colors and arrangement of elements should be selected to 

work in a variety of sizes and textures.  

 

Graphics really don’t make the sale—words do. But, they do capture the eye, so they play a part 

in making an attractive ad. (Notice that word—it “attracts” and is not merely pretty.) However, 

don’t devote much of the limited space to them. And unless they’re directly related to the 

message they can be a serious distraction.  

 

A common mistake owners make is thinking there’s a certain way for ads to look. So they do 

theirs that way, too. Big mistake. To be affective, an ad must be different from the others on the 

page or nearby in some way that’s important for readers. Don’t squander your uniqueness—

highlight it!  
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Apply a Few Design Guidelines 

 Don’t let graphics dominate 

 Only choose images that are relevant 

 Avoid heavy borders 

 Use a headline that grabs attention 

 Vary the type size, but make all of it a bit larger if most of your buyers are seniors 

 Tell what to do next—“Call now” 

 Don’t use reverses (white letters on a dark background)—reading quality is poor, and 

they often look like a blob 

 Line drawings often look amateurish or like cheap clip art  

 Avoid too many typestyles—they hurt the readers eye  

 Use only serif (have little feet, like this one) fonts for your ads—it increases reading 

speed, and comprehension by up to 300%  

 

Develop Ads that Set You Apart 

Your business name and logo are not the most important part of your ad. They are not what get 

customers to call. Your information is. Therefore, keep your graphics small so there’s plenty of 

room to provide meaty information. Don’t let images dominate.  

 

Avoid any design option that reduces the space you can use for your customer-grabbing 

message. Stay away from borders, or leaving very much white space. They may look nice but 

they don’t help to sell you—whereas, information geared to what the customer is looking for 

does.  

 

Since almost all ads read so much alike, use non-traditional styles, like an editorial or an 

extended testimonial. It has been shown that customers are several times more likely to call 

businesses that do this. And they consider them more trustworthy, to boot. 

 

Don’t settle for looking great! Readers will pass you by if there isn’t substance in the ad. People 

want answers—very specific answers. And to provide them, a business owner needs to know the 

mindset, pain, or problem of the customer.  

 

Addressing those concerns is what makes them call or come in—not pretty pictures; not pretty 

words. Grab readers with powerful solutions that make them feel they’ve found what they’ve 

been looking for. 

 

Improve the Pulling Power of Your Ads 

 Be outstanding—be different from ads around it; (size aside) most of them look alike 

 Grab attention—catch the eyes 

 Use a headline—they increase results by up to 20 times; and they lead the viewer to keep 

reading 

 Show a benefit or a solution to a problem 

 Provide some indication of your price range, quality or affordability 

 Build your credibility and trustworthiness 
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 Make an offer—like a free estimate, report or discounts that give them a reason to call 

you; few ads do it but it works 

 Tell what to do next—call, come in, visit the website, call a pre-recorded message. Make 

a specific call to action, that greatly increases the response 

 

Target your audience so that each advertisement has a focus. It is foolhardy not to know as much 

as possible about your market. Your ad or website shouldn’t be trying to speak to a bland 

“everybody”, but to the ideal purchaser—the one you hope will call. Telegraph to the reader that 

you understand what they want—and are able to deliver it.  

 

Anticipate and answer the questions they’re most likely to wonder about. Differentiate yourself 

by listing the conveniences you offer—like extended weekend hours or foreign languages 

spoken. 

 

Symbols Say More than Words Can 

Symbols communicate powerfully by addressing us at mental, emotional, and psychological 

levels at the same time. Be alert to the impact of their multiple meanings, when selecting 

symbols to use for your business. Some images represent deep intuitive wisdom or a cultural 

heritage that would be difficult to express directly.  

 

As an example, a candle can represent light, fire, romance, religious ceremonies, olden times, 

hope, or a search for truth (among other things). At the same time, everything you say and do for 

the public is trying to send the message: I am competent, professional, and can provide what you 

need. Anything that undermines that message makes buyers keep looking. 

 

If you want to be remembered, develop a visual identity with symbols that have strong emotional 

connections. Scientists have proven that emotionally charged events are remembered better and 

longer than ordinary experiences. The stronger the emotion felt at the time, the more complete 

and intense the memories about it later.  

 

That’s why we have no difficulty remembering special events like graduations or weddings, 

although most routine, day-to-day happenings tend to become a blur.  

 

Choose Business Images and Symbols that: 

 Are easy to remember, recognize, and relate to 

 Trigger the five senses or emotions in a positive way 

 Represent images related to your business type or business name 

 Feel unique and distinctive; avoid the visual cliché, like the earth or a rainbow  

 Employ the right size and proportion to appear balanced 

 Are pleasing and interesting to look at  

 Are used consistently on all business materials 

 Are timeless—without looking dated or over-done 

 

Choose Visual Images for Impact 

A well-chosen symbol or photograph can evoke deep, motivated responses with no more than a 

glance. Advertisers work overtime to tap into those intuitive reactions, and to connect them to a 
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particular product. You’d be smart to follow their example. Be wary of graphics images unless 

they support your copy or it could become a distraction.  

  

Images Should: 

 Produce a strong, clear, and consistent impact that “says something” 

 Works equally well when reduced or expanded—on a pen or on a billboard 

 Appears on everything the company prints, including buildings, vehicles, and its products 

 Uses high-contrast colors; can be reproduced as a black and white image, reverse print, or 

as an outlined line drawing 

 Make you stand out from your competition in a positive way  

 Includes a tiny ® or a ™ symbol on the logo (if trademarked) since it adds to the business 

credibility; make it very small 

 

Even a common symbol can be made uniquely yours by how you incorporate it into your 

identity. Join several objects or change the angle, size, and scale. Your imagination is your only 

limitation. 

 

Kinds of Graphic Images  

 Logos 

 Drawings 

 Icons and well-established symbols 

 Photographs 

 Unusual letter combinations 

 Other types of graphic images like cartoons or dingbats 

 To this list add videos because they are easy to upload and pack a punch 

 

Don’t mix too many styles of graphics in the same document. A uniform style of images unifies 

the information, while giving it more impact.  

 

Trademark yours, and respect the trademarks of others. Intellectual property rights are worth 

protecting. It’s nothing short of petty larceny to violate those rights, which will become even 

more important in the global economy. 

 

White Space Helps the Reader to Read 

 Frames and organizes the blocks of information and graphics 

 Guides the eye and attention 

 Reduces visual clutter 

 Aids readability; but not all white space is good space 

 Does not overwhelm the viewer 

 

But in a packed yellow page directory page, you don’t have the luxury. 
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A Logo Reveals Your Identity 

Your logo is your visual hook. Much of the “heavy lifting” of a business image is done by the 

logo. Set the tone by having your own, readily recognizable logo—even if it’s just a unique letter 

combination.  

 

A logo is a particular graphic image that is identified with a business. It symbolizes the business 

itself and provides cues about its personality (Such as the golden arches, which are recognized 

around the world).  

 

The mood and feel of the logo should be compatible with the business personality and style. One 

can be created from letters (acronyms) or words, letters combined with graphic images, or it 

could be images alone. The design can be formal or informal, complicated or simple, familiar or 

novel—your choice. 

 

Don’t make the business logo or name the main focal point of your ad. Put the emphasis on 

information. Place the business name and address at the bottom of the ad. Unless you’ve already 

grabbed them they won’t care. And if you did grab them, they’ll find it. 

 

Be aware of these distinctions: 

 A logo is a unique symbol for a business and is either trademarked or capable of being 

trademarked. It’s the enterprise’s most exclusive symbol. 

 

 An emblem signifies something like membership, a rank, or accomplishment. Only 

people entitled to use that symbol get to use it, but everyone who qualifies (like every 

member) has a right to its use. 

 

 An icon stands for something and is more generic to a field or profession. Think of a 

striped pole for barbers or a scale (of justice) for attorneys. An icon can come in different 

styles and variations. 

 

However, in a category where every listing could show a similar icon, its impact is lost. 

 

A Few Design Tips 

 Repeat visual elements to help organize the page; repeat colors, shapes, and sizes 

 Line things up to reveal their visual connection; don’t place anything on the page 

arbitrarily 

 Put elements that relate to each other close together and treat that as a block of 

information 

 Stay away from busy backgrounds or inconsistent contrast 

 Increase contrast to create interest and organize information 

 Use color sparingly; concentrate it in several large areas rather than in many scattered 

small ones; the stronger the color, the less needed for impact  

 Avoid too many different colors, or your page gets confusing 

 Colored headings are harder to read than black ink on white paper (or yellow paper) 

 Use appropriate colors; for example, don’t print pictures of people with green faces  
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All You Really Need 

You don’t have to be a design expert to answer these questions about your ads and other 

promotional materials. In fact, it is the reader’s own gut-level answers to them that turns them on 

or off. So listen to your own gut ratings of what you see as well. 

 

The mistake most often found in ads is visual clutter. If it looks confusing or there’s too much 

information crammed in, people won’t bother to read it. Also, if you aren’t clear about what 

you’re trying to say, it’s unlikely that it will be clear enough for readers to get it, either.  

 

Haven’t you ever looked at an advertisement and wondered, “What’s this about?” “What are 

they trying to sell?” What a waste!  

 

Aside from the text of the ad, consider the way images and information are arranged on the page. 

Is it pleasant to look at? Does it guide the eye and attention first to what’s most important, and 

flow in an easy-to-read manner? Before running with an ad get reactions from a variety of 

perspectives (after all, you may know what you meant, but will they?).  

 

How the Eye Works 

Most people look at the illustration for the product, headline, and coupon (in that order) and 

ignore the small type. The reader’s eye goes from top to bottom and from the left side of the page 

to the right when reading. But, with ads that flow is interrupted by images and colors. They’re 

scanning, not reading. 

 

If your ad catches their eye, the reader might stop long enough to actually read it. That’s when 

you know you’ve got a good ad. The next step is to capitalize on that interest with copy that 

leads them step by step. 

 

Improve Your Ads—the Short List 

 Use “you” and “your” a lot 

 Provide a headline—and that’s not your business name or business type 

 Pack on the benefits; start with your most compelling benefit (from the customer’s point 

of view) 

 Be specific, like “7 reasons why we” or “Reduce your heating costs 38% with” 

 Make the phone number enough bigger to stand out from the rest of the ad copy 

 Use short sentences, short words, and simple ideas 

 Involve the reader’s emotions and self-interest 

 Summarize information in bullets  

 

If you did nothing more than apply this list, your ad and your website would have more appeal. 

They’d have more pull for the reader—and provide a better chance of them taking the next step.  

 

Writing copy is an art, one that gets better the more you do it. But you can start with what you 

have and tweak it. Then tighten it again. Then tighten it again. That’s the process that even high-

paid copywriters go through. 
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Copy comes last in the marketing process. If you don’t have the right strategy in place, however, 

no amount of good copy is going to save it. 

 

Train Your Eye to See 

I wrote this article in 2004 specifically for yellow page ads. But most of it will be true for any 

promotional materials you might develop. Remember, your primary goal is to communicate with 

the reader. You want whatever you say about yourself or your business to be sincere, engaging, 

and personal—as in there’s a person speaking to me. That should be a formula for how you deal 

with customers face-to-face as well. 

_______ 

 

How to Critique Your Own Yellow Page Ad 
 

Forget what You Know About Your Business 

Your goal is to see your yellow page directory display advertisement the way a directory user 

sees it. You can’t act like you know anything about your enterprise that isn’t there, on the page. 

Look at your ad without pride or being identified with your operation. If you pretend it’s 

someone else’s, you can spot the flaws you’d otherwise overlook. 

 

Mentally put the competition’s name on your ad. Does what you say apply equally well to them? 

If it does, you haven’t effectively set yourself apart. When all the ads seem alike buyers think 

they can get the same thing from any of them (and are more likely to select by price). The goal 

isn’t just to look different, but to actually be different in ways customers notice and care about.  

 

Does the Ad Provide the Facts Readers and Callers Need? 

Directory users have already decided to buy something. So they’re looking in the yellow page 

directory to find who provides it. This is the educational phase of the buying process. As soon as 

a person finds enough information to take the next step, they close the directory and move on.  

  

Customers want information. They’re looking for some reason to prefer some business over the 

rest. Well-thought-through ads make their job much easier. So give readers the precise 

information they’re looking for. It’s hard to do that unless you understand your customers’ 

mindset and priorities. It helps to be absolutely clear about how you’re different from other 

businesses in the heading.  

 

Look at the Ad as a Whole 

Now squint your eyes so you can’t make out the words. This lets you get the overall impression. 

Most ads just get scanned, so the words themselves are only read if there’s a double-take that 

captures the reader’s attention.  

 

Is the whole image pleasant to look at? Does it reveal an attractive, unique personality of the 

business? Is there a business-like, competent tone? Do all the parts, from the fonts and images, to 

messages, all mesh and express the same distinctive flavor?  
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Are there distractions from the image or message? Does every element carry its weight and 

support the whole mood? Fat borders and cutesy graphics use valuable space, without much pay-

off. If there is color, is it used effectively? Does it contribute or distract? 

 

Notice the business name. Does it tell you what the enterprise actually does (aside from the 

category it is in)? Generic names like R&J Enterprises don’t cut it. If the name isn’t informative, 

you might need a slogan or tagline – but do make it unique to you.  

 

Is the Information Arranged to be Easy to Read? 

Every ad is a compromise between saying enough and arranging it to clearly communicate an 

attractive impression. Does the most important information stand out? Is it easy to find (without 

being too packed in)? What catches the eye first? Second? Third? 

 

How complete is the information? Does it provide what callers are most likely to ask about? 

Customers are concerned about convenience. Does the ad include crucial location, hours, extra 

services, parking, payment options, after-hours contact, etc.? Is there a way for them to get extra 

information (like a booklet or from a website)? Give bonus points for that.  

 

Look word by word. Is every one essential? Is anything important left out? Is it organized with 

bullets or clusters so related information hangs together?  

 

Next, Consider the Ads Around It  

A yellow page directory ad never appears in isolation. And what goes on with the nearby ads 

influences the way people respond to yours—more than the specifics of your ad. What else is on 

the page, and the pages before and after yours? Be honest now, do they do a better job of 

grabbing the eye? Is the whole page a blur—without a clear attention grabber? And if there is 

one, what makes it stand out better than yours? How can you improve on what you’ve done? 

  

Assessing Your Ad Is the First Step to Making a Better One 

The real value of critiquing your yellow page directory ad is to sharpen your own eye to pick up 

crucial differences among the competing ads. Practice in other categories where you don’t have a 

stake. Soon you can tell in a glance which ads have more appeal – and why.  

_____ 

 

Writing Doesn’t Come Easy 

It’s right up there with doing math calculations or giving a speech on lists of what people fear. 

It’s not easy for anyone! Those who are even halfway good at writing had to spend considerable 

time and effort to achieve it. Writers have a saying: There are no good writers, only good re-

writers.  

 

But it is also true that simple language that speaks directly to the reader in an honest way is often 

the most powerful writing—if a reader can feel there’s an authentic person speaking straight to 

them. That sincerity is much more influential than technique. It trumps the rules of grammar.  

 

Speaking (writing) directly is also within the capacity of anyone who truly wants to 

communicate their message. So although one can better at writing, the true measure of whether a 

person can write is whether the communication is received. 
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Efforts to refine and polish the language takes time—along with a willingness to stick with it. 

That’s why it’s so apparent when a business has found just the right slogan or image to embody 

its uniqueness. But the harder you work at it, the better you become at finding the words to 

convey to buyers.  

 

But, you don’t have to be a polished copywriter to do your business justice. You know it better 

than anyone else. You know what impressed customers say about it. You have the enthusiasm 

and passion for it that are even more influential than a well-turned phrase.  

  

A Business Card Demands Economy of Words 

Crafting its business card is the biggest writing challenge a business faces, because of the space 

limitations and conciseness needed. How does one embody a business in a few words or images, 

so that a receiver senses it’s distinctive personality? And an ad is just as hard, whether in the 

yellow page directory or on a billboard with lots of space. Then consider the need to motivate as 

well as inform. 

 

It is often attempted, seldom done well. That’s because, in order to distill its fundamental nature 

into a few words, the owner has to discover the essential identity of the enterprise. Discovering 

an enterprise’s unique and engaging identity is more crucial than all the ads and slogans that flow 

from it. But that doesn’t happen without soul searching by the person who runs it. 

 

But once a unique identity is developed, it provides a unifying, over-riding concept that is easy to 

express. That alone makes the enterprise stand out from the faceless me-too’s that haven’t yet 

found their unifying theme.  

 

My point is not for you only to create a great ad, website, or promotional materials. Beyond that, 

become so in touch with your overriding message and how you appear in the customer’s eyes 

that it can be demonstrated in every jot-and-tiddle of the enterprise.  

 

When Your Identity Is Consistent and Evident: 

 The owner and management define and model it 

 The employees know and express it 

 The customers feel it and recognize it 

 The products and services actually delivered reflect it 

 

And what is that special “something”? Why, your distinct business personality and flavor. It’s 

what words like “authentic” and “unique” refer to. And that state resonates with customers.  

 

So why does everyone resist that step? 98% of small enterprises shortcut it, thinking it’s 

optional. Not true. Uniqueness stands out—like a well-tailored suit, instead of buying one off the 

rack. The reason for going through that process is that it shows! Customers can spot it—or the 

lack of it. So do keep experimenting until it all clicks.  
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Use Headlines 

The first ad copy that readers see is the headline. That caries 80% of the impact of the ad. And 

it’s often all of it that gets read. Yet very few ads have a headline. The headline needs to be 

powerful enough to capture attention and pull the reader into the rest of the ad—and away from 

the other ads.  

 

Never use the business name as the headline—your slogan, maybe—if it’s a good one. 

 

Tell Customers the Facts Needed to Make a Decision 

 Your specialty or niche 

 Additional services or supplies 

 Prices or price range 

 Hours and after-hours contact methods 

 Product lines and brands  

 Location and directions if required, maybe a map 

 Credit cards or other payment options 

 Whether you come to them 

 Guarantees 

 Incentives or extras 

 Toll free numbers 

 

Use bulleted lists to show the kinds of problems you solve, scope of what you offer, and product 

lines. Since space is limited, at least make sure all of this is clearly stated on your website. And 

show your domain in the ad. 

 

Edit Ruthlessly 
Make every word earn its keep, and get rid of extra ones. They waste your limited space (no 

matter the size of your ad) and the reader’s time. Worse yet, unnecessary words distract from the 

most important points you want to communicate.  

 

As much as you can, use strong, energized words that speak to the reader’s concerns. Avoid 

using the same phrases you see in all the other ads in the heading. Show personality, the flavor of 

the enterprise. Intrigue readers enough for them to want to know more. 

 

Because of their expense, yellow page directory ads are not an effective method to drive website 

traffic. Still, make sure your website (URL) is prominently displayed in your ad. Many people 

won’t hesitate to look you up online. And then you have much more room to make an effective 

presentation than an ad’s limited size permits. 

 

Make Your Benefits Stand Out 

Use your ad space to tell what your advantages are. If you get a display ad, you’ll need one large 

enough to let you do that. Believe me, that’s not what most advertisers do with their space, and 

that’s exactly why you’ll be noticed.  

 

Be specific about what makes you stand out from the pack, what makes you special. Nothing 

works better than using WIIFM language (What’s in it for me?). Tell customers exactly what 
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their benefit will be if they choose you. Whatever claims you make, add the not-so-obvious 

reason why that’s a benefit they care about and want.  

 

For example, instead of saying OPEN 24 HOURS, say, 

    OPEN 24 HOURS so you can shop whenever it’s most convenient for you. 

 

Instead of FREE PARKING, say, 

    FREE PARKING, so you can get in and out quickly, without looking for a parking spot or 

    it costing you a cent. 

 

It takes more words, but makes a greater impact. Don’t assume that the reader will make those 

connections. But once you point them out, most customers will realize that such concerns do, 

indeed, matter to them. Remember, your goal is to increase the ad’s response rate. And such 

language resonates in a way that keeps your telephone ringing.  

 

By providing the kind of information that customers care about, you give them a reason to single 

you out because you understand what they really want. 

 

Solutions for Sale 

Get this straight! You’re really not selling a product or service, you’re providing solutions. 

 

For instance: 

 Instead of selling haircuts, you’re selling an attractive appearance that’s easy to care for 

and lets people know they’ve got good taste 

 Instead of selling tents, you’re selling the out-of-doors, and the joys of getting away from 

it all and seeing unscarred scenery and wildlife; you’re selling simplicity, peace and 

quiet, as well as fresh air and water 

 Instead of selling stereos, you’re selling beautiful music that’s not full of static or 

distortions, every bit as beautiful as the composer intended, brought into your home with 

all the precision that our electronic advancements permit 

 

You get the idea. Notice that as you dwell on the solutions your products can provide, you’ll 

bring in the emotions that deeply involve the reader. And that makes you enticing indeed! Look 

to see how many other ads in you section are bothering to do that. Probably none, so you’re sure 

to stand out. 

 

The Business Name Is Not a Headline 

That key lead-in should be a benefit-specific headline: We kill crabgrass overnight 

Or highlight convenience: Walk-ins Welcome  

If the customer is in pain and needing a dentist or chiropractor, they need it now! 

 

Draw the Reader In 

Give the most important information first and/or largest. Put it in the most prominent place in the 

ad. Once past the headline, the body copy should be so compelling that the person reads it all. So 

compelling that they aren’t pulled away by the competing ads. No jargon, no fluff. Its sole goal is 

to interest them enough to call you or visit the website. Anything else is gravy. 
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Testimonials carry a lot of weight and help to build credibility. They could be more powerful 

than anything you have to say about yourself. Even if you don’t have much room for testimonials 

in the ad, use them on your flyers, website, or other promo materials. People like to know that 

you were able to help other people like them.  

 

Just a word about testimonials. They need to be real people; you cannot make them up. You’re 

supposed to supply the name and the precise wording (minor editing OK). If you’re really doing 

a good job caring for your clients and customers, you’ll get them quite naturally.  

 

According to research quoted by the Readers Digest, people are five times more likely to read an 

ad that appears to be an editorial than an ad that is clearly selling products and services. People 

respond to them, and they work better than any other kind of ad. It’s worth considering whether 

you can use your ad to lead readers to an editorial, probably on your website.  

 

Design Effective Display Ads that Include: 

 Hours and days of operation 

 Location with map or local landmarks 

 Prominent phone number and address in larger type  

 Features customers want to know, like free parking, brands carried, or free delivery 

 Information organized for easy reading, with bullets and white space arranged to make it 

clear 

 Payment options, like which credit cards are accepted 

 Website and email address (if you would respond to customers that way) 

 Domain name 

 

Write for Scanning 

Recognize that people are accustomed to scan for what “catches the eye.” They aren’t reading 

the words unless the arrangement or layout is aesthetically pleasing and organized. Only then 

they might actually focus on the words. But in most cases people don’t get that far. They’ve lost 

interest already.  

 

And that outcome is most probable when faced with page after page of ads that look almost the 

same. And how can they not be, when most of them were prepared by the same Directory 

employees—following the same guidelines for everyone? 

 

Yes, your phone number is important—but that’s not why people pick you. They look for that 

once they’ve already decided you’re worth a call. Make it bigger or bolder, but still realize that 

it’s secondary. 

 

People Are People 

 Buyers are people 

 Yellow page directory users are people 

 Web surfers are people 

 Clients are people 

 Callers are people 
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 Walk-ins are people 

 

Sales are about people. Relationships are about people. Any type of promotional activity is to 

connect with people and communicate with them. Your business survival depends on how well 

you manage to do so. Customers who like what you do care less about how they found you, than 

that they found you. 

 

It’s up to you to make yourself available for those who would want you—if they only knew 

about all you have to offer. That’s why the distinctions between traditional and Internet-oriented 

marketing methods will blur. You’re sending a consistent message on both—a uniquely you 

message. 

When buyers are wanting to make a purchase, don’t be hard to find. It shouldn’t matter whether 

they use the printed directory or the Internet. Or you’ll be left on the shelf. 

Until recently, the primary way that the small businesses were able to connect with their market 

was through their yellow page directory ads. Those are still important because a certain segment 

of the public still relies on the directory (but less and less). But the ads have gotten increasingly 

expensive and competitive. So they don’t deliver the same “bang for the buck” as before.  

While there are many ways that a business can maximize the amount of response to their ad, 

there’s an array of additional tools to use as well. These are very attuned to the interests of 

specific sub-groups, not to “everybody.” 

Strive to deliver integrity in every encounter with the public. Never doubt that you’ve got more 

control over the perception of your business than you’ve employed thus far. Each aspect of your 

operation needs to be fine-tuned so it’s customer friendly. As you keep getting better at 

expressing your business identity that has a way of making customers happy. And happy 

customers keep coming back—and sending their friends.  

 

Find Your Balance 

Running a business is like walking a tightrope. It demands constant adjustments and being ever 

alert for anything that could throw you off (literally). Skill and determination are required, but 

so, too, is the constant vigilance necessary to avoid slip-ups.  

 

Attracting new business is important. Delivering what they want is important too. Each aspect of 

your operation needs to be refined, to make it customer friendly. As you keep getting better, that 

has a way of making customers happy. And happy customers keep coming back—and sending 

their friends.  

 

See the Results in the Bottom Line 

Your telephone and website link your enterprise to the public and are essential to getting your 

message out. Please oil all the parts of your ads, promotions, and follow-up methods so they  

work smoothly together.  

 

Combine the various methods that the Internet offers with your traditional sales techniques. That 

multiplies the ways that people can find you or learn about you. With some fine-tuning so they 

mesh, your online and traditional marketing methods will sustain the business very successfully. 
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Note from Faith Lynella 
 

I am pleased to share this Bonus with you. It goes to the heart of how Quick & Painless is 

different that another way to advertise. It is about keeping communication first and foremost. 

It’s one of our most basic human needs.  

 

Somehow, the need to communicate directly and authentically has too often been pushed to the 

sidelines in business. That’s a shame because that is exactly how one builds customer value and 

loyalty. 

 

Keep Reading 

These considerations will be further explored in other Quick & Painless titles and on these 

websites: 

 

http://grabyourhometownadvantage.com 

http://websitepolish.com 

http://websites-for-mobile.com 

As well as my personal website, http://faithlynella.com 

 

Please visit any of these sites occasionally and read the blogs.  

 

Thank you for being my reader, 

 

Faith Lynella 

http://grabyourhometownadvantage.com/
http://websitepolish.com/
http://websites-for-mobile.com/
http://faithlynella.com/

